Clinical Engineer (Biomedical) – (Hospital Commissioning / Healthcare)

Starting November 2014 – 9 month contract commissioning role – Saudi Arabia

Role Summary

Nuparc require an experienced Clinical Engineer / Biomedical Engineer to join our Hospital Commissioning team in Saudi Arabia. The role requires the candidate to mobilise and join the team by the start of November.

The Clinical Engineer will play a key role within our hospital commissioning team and report to the Commissioning Project Director. This role will take responsibility for the acceptance of all biomedical equipment, including supervision of its installation, calibration and testing. Also the establishment of the Clinical Engineering Department, ensuring that all patient care equipment throughout the Hospital is safe and effective.

The hospital is built, generally equipped and ready to undergo a comprehensive commissioning program prior to operational go–live. The commissioning team has a strong team ethos and consultants work together to bring all set up aspects of the hospital to fruition against the set go live dates.

General Responsibilities

- Manage the establishment of the Clinical Engineering department
- Oversee all installation, testing and calibration of equipment (Main capital equipment already in place)
- Receive and accept equipment, warranties and maintenance agreements
- Establish standards of practice and systems to monitor departmental effectiveness
- Deal with Consumable suppliers
- Ensure all Supplier maintenance program details are understood
- Develop a planned preventative maintenance program
- Dealing with technical queries and issues
- Ensure staff are trained on relevant equipment and a training program is in place
- Promote new technologies and report on all activities

Education and Experience level

- First Degree or equivalent qualification
- Ideally a Post Graduate Qualification in Biomedical engineering is desirable
- A strong background in establishing, developing Biomedical services in a healthcare / hospital environment
- Previous work within a start up / commissioning environment would be an advantage
- Previous work within the Middle East may be an advantage but is not essential for this role

Person Specification

- Confident and presentable
- Dynamic and resilient
- Strong presence and stakeholder management skills
- Ability to lead a Bio medical / Clinical team to achieve objectives
In return Nuparc offer

- Monthly remuneration package
- 5/6 day week
- Accommodation
- Possible additional works / project opportunities at end of the contracted commissioning period

If you are interested in this soon to mobilise role and could commit to the commissioning contract duration, please submit your CV details to Colin Harris, colin.harris@nuparc.com 00353 1243 7737, 00353 894695983